KUDOS
FOR MARCIA JAMES' BOOKS...
“Ms. James does a fine job of threading heavy elements of humor throughout her
story. At the same time, several nicely placed and well-developed emotional
scenes...help to make a sincerely delightful read.” -- 5 Angels, Fallen Angel Reviews
“Ms. James has written a great book full of action, suspense & erotic love scenes.” -4 ½ Hearts, The Romance Studio
“Marcia James pens an intriguing plot weaved with humor, suspense and extremely
hot passion. I was laughing one minute at the sexy banter, then reaching for the fan
from the sizzling scenes...” --4.5 Blue Ribbon Rating, Romance Junkies
“James has the readers wrapped around her little finger and eager to devour every
single word…(and) readers willing to explore Marcia James’ lusty, steamy thriller will
find themselves…um…satisfied.” -- Tampa Book Buzz
“Ms. James has a way of heating up the pages and keeping the reader on the edge of
their seat. Her subtle humor is dead on. The characters are jump-off-the-page real, flaws
and all. Ms. James does such a great job at times her hysterically funny secondary
characters almost steal the show. I'll be keeping an eye out for more books by Marcia
James.” -- author Paige Cuccaro, www.PaigeCuccaro.com
“Filled with page-turning mystery, sizzling sexual tension, and wacky fun, Sex and
the Single Therapist is the perfect summer read.” -- B&N Rock*It Reads

“This is romantic comedy at its best. The author has a fun voice and the pacing is
quick and satisfying. The characters are fun and they have immediate chemistry. If you
like romantic comedies with a mystery/suspense twist, then Sex and the Single
Therapist by Marcia James will be a fun summer read for you!” -- Sheila Clover,
Reader’s Entertainment
“Quirky and interesting characters caught up in a bizarre murder make [Sex and
the Single Therapist] a light and seriously fun read. The mystery is complicated and
the solution not obvious, but it's the cast that really brings this story to life. Allie and
Zach are both engaging, and the minor characters are well defined. Even one particular
canine who plays a significant part in solving the crime has his own delightful
personality. If you like a bit of humor in your romantic mystery, you won't be
disappointed.” -- author Karen McCullough, www.KMcCullough.com
“Marcia James’ Heating Up The Holidays serves up a dish of romance and
second chances with panache! Full of sass and fun, this heart-warmer guarantees heat
like flannel sheets on a cold winter night.” -- 4 Stars, The Romance Reviews
“[Heating Up The Holidays] is a great little holiday truffle.” -- Jayne, Dear
Author
“Heating Up the Holidays is...a fine read.” -- Mrs. Giggles
“Marcia James’s story, Rescue Me was very well written. I’m impressed because
her story is great [and] because she made me like cresties. If you’ve ever seen the ugliest
dog contest pictures, you’d know why that’s surprising.” -- The Good, the Bad, & the
Unread Reviews
“[At Her Command]...An intriguing look at the world of S&M, integrated with an
interesting plot and two romances, this story has nice character development. The
informative…S&M scenes are handled with class.” -- 4 Stars – Susan Mobley, RT Book
Reviews
“Marcia James writes characters that draw you in and have you rooting for them
from the start. At Her Command was...simply fun, and James is definitely going on
my must read list!!” -- Joyfully Reviewed
“This is a romantic suspense that is written with a wry comedic slant. We have two
different agencies that haven't a clue they're in each other's stakeouts. It makes for very
interesting dynamics, especially when the volatile chemistry between Dominique and
Dalton is flipped a hundred and eighty degrees from their actual tendencies. At Her
Command is a very entertaining read.” – Maîtresse, Novelspot

